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GETTING STARTED 
Translation by Dorin Nicolae Tecuceanu from Slatina 

 

The Alexandru Ioan Cuza Industrial High School Group hosted 

a nationwide journalism camp entitled “Journalist of 

Tomorrow” from July 25-Aug. 1 in 2009, bringing together 61 

students from 37 different cities throughout Romania.  

 

The camp was supported through solid partnerships with the 

following institutions: Barlad City Hall, Alexandru Ioan Cuza 

Technical High School in Barlad, the U.S. Peace Corps, U.S. 

Embassy Bucharest, the Vaslui Inspectorate, Media TV and 

the Cuza Association. The Cuza Association is the proud 

sponsor of this book. 

 

The Research and Education Department from Romania’s 

Ministry of Education accredited this summer school activity. 

 

The goal of the event was to give Romanian high school 

students the skills necessary to produce a newspaper in their 

own high schools and also introduce them to journalism as a 

potential career.  

 

This activity also broke barriers among teachers, students 

and people from different cultures, resulting in a diverse and 

multi-cultural team. Teachers, students and young Americans 

worked together to achieve the proposed goals. 

 

We believe the job of journalists is to find the truth. 

Journalists in the United States, in Romania and around the 

world need to maintain independence and need to 

independently monitor those in power. Journalists serve the 
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people and need to have a foundation of skills necessary to 

complete their responsibilities. 

 

We wanted an easy way for students to refresh their 

memories about the information they learned during that 

summer school week.  

 

A large number of high school students from throughout 

Romania applied to attend the camp during their summer 

break. Unfortunately, we did not have enough housing to 

accommodate the more than 200 students who applied.  

 

For Romanian students, for future generations of journalist 

students and especially for the teachers dedicated to their 

jobs, we decided to publish this book. It summarizes all the 

information needed for the development of a school 

newspaper, including information passed on in the camp. 

 

The following book provides the basic skills required to lead a 

high school newspaper team. We hope that you find it useful 

in running your high school newspaper. 

 

Good luck! 

 

- Zack Baddorf and Anca Sandu 

Barlad, Romania 

September 2009 
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INTRODUCTION 
Translation by Dorin Nicolae Tecuceanu from Slatina 

 

Media is everywhere.  

 

It surrounds us. We have TV, radio, music, newspapers, 

books, magazines, and the Internet. These are all different 

forms of media that connect us with our communities and 

with the rest of the world. Without them, we’d be isolated. 

Getting information from varied sources, we learn about 

different opinions and perspectives. 

 

Media has been around for thousands of years. Julius Caesar 

created government announcement bulletins. Chinese 

officials distributed updates on court rulings in year 200-300. 

But it wasn’t until 1605 when the first modern newspaper 

was created, in Germany.  

 

In Afghanistan, though as few as 20% of Afghans are literate, 

there are an estimated 265 newspapers. 

 

In the Democratic Republic Of Congo, reporters will get the 

death penalty for reporters convicted of “disseminating false 

news, insulting the army, demoralizing the nation, or 

betraying the state in time of war,” according to local laws. 

 

Russia, back in 1991, had the largest circulation worldwide 

for a single newspaper, the Soviet weekly Argumenty i fakty. 

Some 33,500,000 copies were printed daily. 

 

In Romania, as of 2004, there were 84 daily newspapers and 

2,036 other periodicals printed. Many Romanians, as 

elsewhere around the globe, get their news from the Net, 
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especially considering 7.4 million Romanians had net access 

as of 2008. Romania’s 1991 constitution endorses freedom of 

speech, but prohibits "defamation of the country."  

 

ACTIVITY 

Discuss the following: 

� What role do you think media plays in Romania 

today? 

� How does a free press affect democracy? 

 

NEWSPAPER ELEMENTS 

 

Articles are the first and most obvious element. This can 

include more important “hard” news, like that shown in 

Figure 1, or feature news about less significant things. 

 

 

 

Figure 1 – This article of 

Saddam Hussein’s 

capture is an example 

of hard news. 
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You could also include announcements, official documents 

with change in school policies, advertisements for upcoming 

events, or publicity for a cause. 

 

Besides news articles, you can include regular columns, 

including the opinions of featured columnists. Some will be 

with experts talking about different subjects, e.g. sports. 

Another possibility is to include a leadership column, with 

your school director writing each edition. 

 

 
 

Figure 2 –West Valley Family YMCA’s executive director 

writes a monthly column for his organization’s newsletter.  
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You should also try to include entertaining elements, like 

cartoons, games and questionnaires to give your high school 

readers a break.  

 

 

 
Figure 3 – Urgenta, a public health newsletter published in 

Barlad, Romania, used a maze in one edition to provide their 

readers a break. 

 

 

Also try to include artwork, like graphic art and photos (See 

Figure 4), with as many articles as possible to make your 

paper more visually appealing and to illustrate the story for 

your readers. 

 

Additionally, consider having a “Letters to the Editor” section 

where you ask for and then publish letters of opinion from 

readers (See Figure 5). 
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Figure 4 – Urgenta uses cartoons, graphic art and photos to 

illustrate their articles, making the paper more interesting. 
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Figure 5 – The South Florida Sun-Sentinel publishes letters to 

the editor every day to get readers involved in the 

publication.  

 

 

ACTIVITY 

Discuss the following: 

� What do you want to put in your newspaper?  

� What sort of topics are interesting and relevant for 

your readers? 

� What do you hope to achieve with your high school 

newspaper? 

 

  

When you think about publishing anything in your 

newspaper, ask yourself: 

� Is it necessary? 

� Is it relevant? 

� Is it interesting? 

 

Your newspaper should always inform, inspire, and be fun 
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MEDIA ETHICS  

 

In recent years, news publications in Romania have created 

journalistic content that is, abusively and abundantly, more 

and more degrading.  

 

Some of the media have changed from credible and impartial 

journalists into real rumor and vulgarities speculators. Others 

have appeared in front of the public without being prepared 

and act like experts. 

 

The press trusts in Romania have shifted their focus to 

business, addressing their audience as consumers of 

products not as consumers of information. They have also 

started promoting people and political parties.  

 

Unfortunately, all these changes have lead to the 

degradation of the press’ image. It also has depreciated the 

important role that media should have in a society’s 

education and it has decreased the right to access to 

impartial information. 

 

Starting from the fact that journalism has a special public 

role, people who chose to become journalists must respect 

several rules. Being a good journalist means you must be 

both a good communicator and a moral person.  

 

A journalist should be a person with a sense of objectivity 

and with a permanent thirst of research and analysis.  

 

Journalists must present reality in an impartial manner, 

respecting the truth and the ethical principles of the 

journalism.  
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 A journalist should work exclusively for the public and 

present events correctly from credible sources. 

 

Journalists should not infringe on people’s personal lives. He 

should respect a certain limit and must obey the law. 

 

A journalist should research and should never plagiarize.  

 

A journalist should have a solid general culture and the 

capacity to analyze reports about society.  

 

A journalist should stimulate the reader’s interest. 

 

A journalist should respect his profession, the public and also 

himself. 

 

A journalist should be talented, creative and analytical. 

 

There is a lot to write about media ethics, but these are the 

basic elements that will help you to begin to understand. 
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HARD NEWS WRITING 

Translation by Otilia Doboş from Piatra Neamţ 

 

 

ACTIVITY 

Come up with a definition for 

� News  

Then look at the definition from the dictionary below. 

 

News is an up-to-the-minute, unpublished account of an 

event. News is what happens to people. News is information 

people need. 

 

News is defined in the dictionary as:  

 

pl.n. (used with a sing. verb) - Information about recent 

events or happenings, especially as reported by newspapers, 

periodicals, radio, or television. A presentation of such 

information, as in a newspaper or on a newscast. 

 

Regardless of how you define it, you should write news to 

inform, interest or entertain, using current material that is 

relevant to your audience.  

 

When you evaluate what is newsworthy, consider most 

importantly whether the story has mass appeal and is 

appropriate for all your readers. 

 

There are two different types of news. Hard news is 

necessary information while soft news is less important 

information that is nonetheless interesting to your readers. 
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There are 10 news values: 

 

1. Immediacy – Consider the timeliness of an event. 

The older the news, the less your readers will care. 

2. Proximity – The closer the event is to the reader, the 

more it is relevant. A reader in Iasi may not care 

about events that take place in Bucharest. 

3. Consequence – The effect on the reader. 

4. Conflict – For example, stories about war, sports, 

elections, crime, man against nature, etc. 

5. Oddity – Something strange or funny will attract 

attention. 

6. Sex – Feminism, single parents, teenage parents, 

rape, women in combat, etc. 

7. Emotion – Readers will get more involved in the 

story if they feel something, like anger, sadness, 

sympathy, or regret. 

8. Prominence – A story about someone or something 

famous. 

9. Suspense – A story that isn’t yet concluded, like a 

court trial. It keeps the reader wondering. 

10. Progress – Advancements in different fields, be it 

technology, medicine, or other topics that your 

readers are interested in. 

 

 

STORY ORGANIZATION 

 

When you start writing your story, use the Inverted Pyramid 

(Figure 6).  
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Figure 6 – Inverted pyramid demonstrates the organization of 

hard news stories. 

 

 

The information should be organized from most important to 

least important. This, most importantly, saves times for the 

readers and makes the story quick, direct and simple.  

 

This organization also allows editors, if they need space, to 

cut from the bottom of the story because they know that 

information is least important.  
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HEADLINES 

 

All articles need to begin with a headline that captures the 

readers’ attention. You’ll want to make the headline creative 

sometimes, depending on the type of story. Other times, 

you’ll just summarize what happened. You can also use a 

headline to make a layout more interesting.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 7 – An example of a straight news headline.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 8 – Another example of a hard news headline. 
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Figure 9 – This newspaper used creative graphics to make 

their headline more visually interesting.  

 

 

Use present tense for past events. So for example, if the 

event hasn’t happened yet write:  

Bill Clinton to visit Romania 

 

If the event has already happened, write:  

Bill Clinton visits Romania 

 

Make your headlines as short as possible. So cut out articles, 

conjunctions and prepositions. For example, change this 

headline:  

The President of Romania told reporters that communists in 

Moldova created a fraudulent election 

 

Into this: 

Romanian president: Moldova’s communists defrauded 

voters 
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Take a look at the next series (Figures 10-14) of headlines 

that were published on Sept. 12, 2001. You’ll see they 

provide a variety of different ways to highlight (in just a few 

words) a major event. 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10 – A straightforward headline. 

 

 

Note in Figure 10 the use of punctuation with U.S. for United 

States. Whenever possible, use commonly-known acronyms 

and abbreviations. 
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Figure 11 – A subjective headline – just one word.  

 

While this headline is in upstyle (e.g. UPSTYLE) most 

headlines, unless they are about something catastrophic 

should be in downstyle, i.e. not all letters are capitalized.  
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Figure 12 – One adjective describes the Sept. 11 attacks. 
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Figure 13 – A question can be effectively used as a headline.  
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Figure 14 – This paper quoted President Bush as its main 

headline and then clarified with a subheadline.  

 

When you’re writing headlines, use present tense, active 

voice, and accurate, dynamic verbs.  
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Figure 15 - This paper used a combination of headlines 
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Figure 15 – The headline on the left uses first person. The 

punctuation used in this headline on the right makes this 

headline shorter. The comma substitutes for the word 

“and.” 

 

Using a colon (:) signifies that a person or organization said 

something. A dash (-) can also be used to replace “said” (See 

Figure 15). 

 

Meanwhile, you should also use a comma (,) in your 

headlines to replace the word “and”. In Figure 16, the 

headline indicates that a man and four children were killed in 

a car accident. 

 

 
Figure 17 – This newspaper headline plays on words.  
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ACTIVITY 

1. Read the following story reprinted from CNN: 

 

WASHINGTON (CNN) -- The United States believes Pakistani 

Taliban leader Baitullah Mehsud was killed in a drone attack 

last week, President Obama's national security adviser said 

Sunday. 

    "We think so," Gen. Jim Jones told NBC's "Meet the Press," 

adding, "We put it in the 90 percent [likelihood] category." 

  Pakistan's foreign and interior ministers said Friday the 

government was still waiting to conduct DNA analysis to 

confirm the identity of a man killed Wednesday in an 

unmanned aerial vehicle strike.  

  The suspected U.S. drone targeted the home of Mehsud's 

father-in-law, Mulvi Ikram ud Din, in Pakistan's South 

Waziristan tribal area, an intelligence official said. 

 

2. Write a straight news headline for this article 

3. Check the next page to see the actual headline 

 

 

LEADS 

 

The lead is the first sentence in the story. It should be clear 

and simple. It should be a summary of the story by including, 

space permitting, the 5W’s – Who, What, When, Where, and 

Why.  

 

The lead shouldn’t be more than 30 words. It should focus on 

the most important facts. It should also be direct and include 

an active verb. 
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You should always write in active, not passive, voice. A verb is 

in active voice if the verb's subject did, is doing, or will do 

something.  

 

For example, if you write that “A teacher gave a student a 

bad grade on Monday in math class,” this is active because 

the teacher is doing something – i.e. giving a bad grade.  

 

But if you write that “A student was given a bad grade by a 

teacher on Monday in math class,” this is passive voice 

because something is being done to the subject (the student) 

– i.e. the student is being given a bad grade.  

 

In the event that the “who” in your story is someone famous, 

you can use their full name. If they are not well known to 

your audience, don’t use their name, just a description of the 

person, e.g. a 10
th

 grade student, in the lead and give the 

student’s full name later in the story.  

 

Sometimes, the lead will need be attributed, if the 

information provided is controversial. For example: “A 10
th

 

grade student is smarter than all the 12
th

 grade students 

combined, according to the school’s director.”  

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 

The actual headline from the story reprinted on the previous 

page was: 

 

Official: Likelihood of Pakistani Taliban leader's death '90 

percent' 
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ACTIVITY 

Read the following facts then write a lead: 

 

� Two-story house destroyed at 810 Mulberry Street.  

� Unidentified homeless man died in fire.  

� Two persons hospitalized, one in critical condition.  

� Reported at 11:19 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 8.  

� Two fire engines and an ambulance responded. Fire 

not extinguished as of midnight. 

� Other houses are in danger.  

� The house, a large mansion built in the 1880s, was a 

historic landmark. 

� Mayor Bill Johnson and his wife Betsy were 

hospitalized. The mayor is in critical condition.  

Check the Activity box on the next page for a possible lead.  

 

 

BODY 

 

After the lead, you will begin to write the body of the story. 

You will now start presenting the next most important facts. 

Start giving the reader more details, in order of importance, 

including quotes from people you interviewed.  

 

Make sure to write in the third person, excluding yourself 

from the story. Stay objective – don’t include your own 

opinion. You can include other people’s opinions but just 

make sure to accurately quote and attribute them. 

 

End your stories with a conclusion. You shouldn’t write “in 

conclusion” or “to finish.” Instead, find a statement that 

concludes the story or perhaps even a quote that 

summarizes the event. 
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ACTIVITY 

Referring to the activity on the previous page, the lead could 

be written like this: 

 

  A house fire on Mulberry Street killed a homeless man and 

seriously injured the mayor and his wife late Saturday night. 

 

ACTIVITY 

Refer back to the lead you wrote. Then start writing the body 

of the story using the following facts: 

� Two-story house destroyed at 810 Mulberry Street.  

� Unidentified homeless man died in fire.  

� Two persons hospitalized, one in critical condition.  

� Reported at 11:19 p.m., Saturday, Sept. 8.  

� Two fire engines and an ambulance responded. Fire 

not extinguished as of midnight. 

� Other houses are in danger.  

� The house, a large mansion built in the 1880s, was a 

historic landmark. 

� Mayor Bill Johnson and his wife Betsy were 

hospitalized. The mayor is in critical condition.  

Check the Activity box on the next page for a possible story.  

 

In review, the story is preceded with a headline. Then you 

write a concise lead summarizing the event. Finally, you write 

the body, adding other details in order of importance. Wrap 

up with a conclusion. 

 

ACTIVITY 

1. Find the News Article Rubric in the Appendix.  

2. Locate articles in reputable news publications. 

3. Complete the News Article Rubric. 
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PUBLIC RELATIONS 
Translation by Irina Iuliana Dumitrescu from Bucureşti 

 

Now it’s time to learn about how public relations 

professionals interact with the media. We’re going to go over 

the basics of writing media advisories and press releases. You 

can use these skills at your school to promote an event or in 

any other organization. 

 

Why can collaboration with media be valuable? 

 

There are many advantages, including that it is relatively 

cheap to get your message broadly disseminated. Having 

your message published by media also makes your 

organization more credible and increases its profile. For non-

governmental organizations, this can lead to more 

networking and possibly more funding. Reporters will often 

quote unaffiliated experts, oftentimes validating your efforts. 

 

The first thing to remember is what you learned earlier in this 

book, the news values. Reporters are interested in things 

that are timely and relevant. So plan ahead and contact 

media representatives well in advance so they can plan, too. 

 

You should also target and tailor your announcements to the 

appropriate media. If, for example, you want an 

environmental project to receive some news coverage in a 

business newspaper, focus your press release on how going 

green can save businesses money.  

 

For our purposes, we will talk about three different types of 

basic interaction with groups of media: media advisories, 

press releases and press conferences.  
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MEDIA ADVISORY  

 

A media advisory lets reporters know about a future event. 

It’s typically shorter and is advising the media about a 

newsworthy event. It should be followed up with a call to 

invite reporters to attend.  

 

The advisory should include the following: 

 

� A catchy title 

� A clear definition of What, Who, When, Where 

� A clear exposition of that event 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 

Pick one of the following scenarios: 

 

� Introduction of a new car that gets 100 km per liter 

and travels at the same speed as top model sports 

cars 

� The Cluj mayor announces his intention to run for the 

Chamber of Deputies in the National Parliament in 

Bucharest 

� Announcement of the opening of a brand new math 

and science high school in Iasi with lab materials 

 

Write a sample media advisory using the same format 

provided in the sample. 
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Sample Media Advisory: 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: August 20, 2007 

Contact: Maia Goldenberg, Communications Director, 

0745444111 

 

**MEDIA ADVISORY** 

 

DPA TO RELEASE REPORT HIGHLIGHTING IRREVERSIBLE 

DAMAGE IN DANUBE DELTA 

 

Will Hold Press Conference with Community Leaders, Industry 

Experts to Discuss Findings  

 

VENUS, ROMANIA – The Danube Protection Agency (DPA) 

today announced they will hold a press conference 

tomorrow, August, 21, 2007 to release a European Union-

commissioned report indicating that irreversible damage has 

been done to the Danube River as a result of unlawful 

pollution by regional industry. In addition to speakers from 

the DPA, EU Environmental Ministers and regional lawmakers 

will address the current situation. 

 

WHO: Representatives from the DPA 

EU Environmental Officials 

City officials from Mangalia  

WHAT: Press conference to release report noting irreversible 

damage to Danube Delta 

WHERE: Venus Civic Center 

WHEN: August 21, 11:30 am 
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PRESS RELEASE 

 

A press release is a more detailed media advisory, typically 

released during or after a press conference or event. The 

press release uses the inverted pyramid and is written like a 

news story. The idea is that reporters will take information 

directly from your press release and publish the information 

in their stories.  

 

A press release will generally not be more than a single page 

and as with the media advisory, should be on official 

letterhead and should also provide contact information. 

 

The press release will typically contain several catchy quotes 

from officials within or outside of the organization. 

 

 

ACTIVITY 

Pick one of the following scenarios: 

� Introduction of a new car that gets 100 km per liter 

and travels at the same speed as top model sports 

cars 

� The Cluj mayor announces his intention to run for the 

Chamber of Deputies in the National Parliament in 

Bucharest 

� Announcement of the opening of a brand new math 

and science high school in Iasi with state of the art 

computers and lab materials 

 

Write a press release using the same format provided in the 

sample press release.  
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Sample Press Release:  

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: August 20, 2006 

 

Contact: Maia Goldenberg, Communications Director, 

0745444111 

 

DPA Launches River Day Campaign 

 

City-wide event reinforces EU Commission’s findings 

regarding impact of river pollution on local health 

 

MANGALIA, ROMANIA – The Danube Protection Agency 

(DPA) today launched its inaugural “River Day” campaign in 

the Danube Delta. River Day aims to raise public awareness 

about the impact of river pollution on local health. The event 

is part of a nationwide campaign launched in conjunction 

with four other EU member nations to encourage 

environmental awareness and protection. 

  “River Day is an opportunity for local governments and 

NGOs to pool their resources and speak in one voice about 

the growing threats posed by river pollution,” said Zoe 

Codrescu, President of DPA. “It’s increasingly clear that the 

need enact common sense environmental protections is 

critical to ensure public health and safety. We must act today 

to secure a safe and clean tomorrow.” 

   “For nearly a decade, DPA has been a leader in regional 

environmental advocacy,” said Hubert Humphrey, Executive 

Director of Eastern Europe’s Environment Watch. “We’re 

proud to partner with this passionate, forward-thinking 

organization and committed to building off today’s 

momentum to continue fighting for sorely needed 

environmental reform.” 
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  The launch ceremony was attended by about 200 

supporters. 

  Alina Dragan, 55, said she found the program “exciting” and 

looks forward to seeing its results. 

  “I have never been more impressed by the need for 

environmental reform in this world that we live in,” Dobson, 

a resident of Mangalia. “I think this is a step in the right 

direction and I am sure the results will be worth the great 

effort.” 

  The DPA is planning to hold its first monthly review meeting 

on the project on Aug. 30. 

 

 

PRESS CONFERENCES 

 

When you are holding a press conference, you need to set an 

appropriate scene and time for the media. Consider the 

situation. For the DPA example printed above, perhaps they 

would go to the Danube Delta where there are interesting 

visuals. They would also want to hold the press conference in 

the early morning so that media can print or air the story on 

the same day. 

 

You also need to include some interesting speakers that can 

effectively put out the appropriate talking points decided by 

your organization. You need to establish a clear message.  

Also anticipate any challenging questions. Write down a list 

of tough questions that you would expect journalists to ask. 

Then write down appropriate responses. 
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ACTIVITY 

Work in two groups: a media team and a public relations 

team.  

 

Major flaws have occurred in the scenarios from the earlier 

Activity: 

 

� It turns out the new car that gets 100 km per liter 

and travels at the same speed as top model sports 

cars also turns over when exceeding speeds of 50 

km/hr and has an extremely low safety rating. 

� The Cluj mayor has been accused of embezzling tax 

payer dollars to do renovations on his house. The 

mayor has only been accused and there is an on-

going investigation but no formal charges have been 

brought. 

� The new school in Iasi will not be ready on time and 

will only have half of the computers and materials 

ready for the start of the school year. The school still 

intends to open but will not be fully functional until 

January. 

 

The public relations team should anticipate tough questions 

and appropriate responses.  

 

The media team should prepare tough questions and then 

pose them during a mock press conference.  
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 Besides preparing your message, preparing a media packet 

would be helpful. This can include the agenda, biographies of 

the speakers, research data, background information, fact 

sheets, the latest newsletter, a list of ongoing and upcoming 

events, and a press release. 

 

Reporters will assume everything you say, including in casual 

conversation, is on-the-record. Make sure to establish 

whether an interview, press conference, or press briefing is 

on-the-record, off-the-record or on-background.  

 

On-the-record means everything you say can be used in their 

reports with your name attributed.  

 

Off-the-record means none of the information provided can 

be attributed to you or your organization.  

 

On-background allows you to provide information to 

reporters anonymously. For example, if you are working for 

the U.S. Peace Corps, you could agree with the reporter to be 

quoted only as “a U.S. Peace Corps official” as opposed to 

“John Doe, a U.S. Peace Corps official.” 

 

Finally, remember that your job as a public relations official is 

not possible without members of the media. You need to 

establish professional relationships with them. Respect the 

reporters and they will respect you too. 
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INTERVIEWING 
Translation by Bianca-Lidia Zbarcea from Constanţa 

 

Any successful interview starts with a successful question. If 

you don’t ask a good question, you won’t get a good answer. 

 

Your job when conducting an interview is to understand 

everything you are hearing and seeing. Don’t be afraid to say 

that you don’t understand. If you don’t understand 

something, then your readers won’t either. Don’t leave any 

unanswered questions.  

 

Get the facts. But you also want to get opinions, like 

reactions and interpretations, resulting in an analysis that 

you as a reporter cannot provide. You can’t provide opinions, 

but your sources can. 

 

Preparing for an interview is critical. You need to gather 

information before you sit down with your interviewee. Be 

knowledgeable so that you don’t waste anyone’s time. And 

write down your questions ahead of time so that you know 

what you need to ask before you leave. 

 

When you’re conducting your interview, don’t stick to your 

list of questions, though. Feel free to ask follow up questions 

that may often be more appropriate than what you planned 

on. At the end of the interview, always ask: “Is there anything 

else you want to add?” The interviewee may have something 

they want to say, but you may not have asked them the right 

question. 

 

Your focus during the interview will depend on the focus of 

your story. If the story is a feature story about a person, 
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focus on the person. If the story is about a news event, focus 

on the news event. 

 

Whenever you plan out your story, whether it’s a feature 

story or a hard news story, get different perspectives. Try to 

find other people who have some sort of relation to the news 

event and talk to them.  

 

 

LOGISTICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

If you are going to interview someone important, e.g. the 

mayor, get your basic facts from the mayor’s staff and spend 

time asking important questions to the mayor.  

 

When you’re setting up the interview, find an appropriate 

setting. If you interview a teacher, you probably will get 

better answers from the teacher in the classroom, because 

that’s where the teacher is comfortable. 

 

Also let the source know how much time you have. Make 

sure to tell your interviewee how long you think the 

interview will take so they can schedule accordingly. 

 

When you do go to your interview, make sure you’re wearing 

clothes that are appropriate. If, for example, you go to 

interview the mayor of your town, you will probably want to 

wear a business casual outfit. But if you are going to a 

factory, you’ll probably fit in better with jeans and a t-shirt.  

 

Consider bringing an audio recorder so that you can 

accurately report what was said. A recorder may make the 
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source nervous so put it in an inconspicuous place. Make 

sure to ask for permission to use a recorder.  

 

If you don’t have a recorder, then take notes. If you are new 

at doing interviews, tell the source to speak slowly and ask 

him to repeat a sentence If need be. When taking notes, you 

don’t need to write down statistical information word-for-

word. But you should write down the entire sentence when 

you start asking questions that result in opinions or analysis 

as you’ll likely be quoting this in your article. 

 

Don’t sit directly in front of the person because the source 

may feel uncomfortable. Sometimes a pause can be effective 

as the interviewee may have more to say. 

 

 

TYPES OF QUESTIONS 

 

Avoid close ended questions. For example, asking “Are you a 

teacher?” results in a “Yes” or “No” answer, a very specific 

response. Try to ask these simple questions quickly then 

move onto getting opinions. 

 

Open ended questions, meanwhile, allow more flexibility in 

the response. For example, asking “Why did you become a 

teacher?” allows the teacher to be less direct and more 

open. You’ll also get more interesting answers.  

 

Sometimes if you ask a question differently, you’ll get a 

different response.  
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ACTIVITY 

You are assigned to write an article for your school 

newspaper about one of your fellow students who has just 

learned that they have won a free trip to the United States. 

 

Write your answers to the following questions: 

 

� Who will you interview? 

� What questions will you ask each person? 

 

Conduct a mock interview with one person serving as the 

interviewer and another person playing the role of the prize-

winning student. 

 

It’s possible that you won’t always get the information you 

want. If you are asking about security procedures, for 

example, there may be a reason why officials will not want to 

divulge all the information you ask for. Consider whether 

publishing the information would be appropriate.  

 

Try to establish a rapport between yourself and the person 

you are interviewing. You want to demonstrate that you care 

about the person and that you want other people, via your 

article, to learn about them, too.  

 

One way to establish a good rapport is to make small talk. 

Don’t rush into the interview, if possible. Try to make the 

person feel at ease. If you can relate with the person about 

the subject, then do that.  
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ACTIVITY 

Assume the following: Angelina Jolie is visiting Romania, to 

adopt another baby. Her husband, Brad Pitt, decided not to 

come with her because he wants a divorce so that he can 

marry the Queen of England.  

 

Conduct a mock interview with one student playing the role 

of Angelina Jolie and another student being the reporter. 

  

 

AFTER THE INTERVIEW 

 

Confirm all facts and figures with the source to make sure 

you got everything correct. 

 

You can still ask questions after you put down your pen or 

have turned off your audio recorder. Sometimes this is the 

time when people loosen up more.  

 

Don’t forget to tell the source when the story might appear 

and send a copy of the article when it is completed. The 

interview may be over but you want to keep a good 

relationship with your source. Make sure to keep in touch to 

see if anything else newsworthy is going on.  

 

Before you leave, review your notes to see if you have 

everything you need. When you have left the interview, 

review the notes again to make sure you can read everything 

you wrote. Or, if you recorded the interview, type (or write 

out on paper) the interview word-for-word so that you have 

all the information you gathered in front of you. 
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FEATURE WRITING 
Translation by Ioana Gabriela Gorgoi from Bucureşti 

 

Composing a feature is different than writing a hard news 

story. Features explore more subjective story topics, and 

usually express the opinions and beliefs of the feature writer, 

or of a particular community group. Features are unique 

because they do not always relate to current news topics, 

and they are more often written to entertain the readers, 

rather than inform them. 

 

 

TONE 

 

The tone of a feature is dependent not only on the author’s 

creative voice, but also on the subject matter of the feature. 

For example, a feature about a serious topic, such as living 

with terminal disease, will employ a more serious tone 

whereas a feature about a local comedian will use a lighter, 

more entertaining tone. Features can often be informal, so 

that they are easier to read and enjoy. 

 

 

FOCUS 

 

The focus of a feature should be on human ideas and affairs. 

In this way, the reader empathizes with elements in the 

story. Hence, the feelings and emotions the writer inserts 

into the feature are of utmost necessity.  
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Consider why you are writing your feature. Do you want to 

inform, persuade, complain, praise, etc.? 

 

Keep in mind who you are writing the feature for. Who is 

your target audience, and what do they think of the topic? 

 

In feature writing, accuracy is as important as in news 

writing. You are free to use your creative voice to 

‘embroider,’ but never to lie or mislead.  

 

Don’t use cliché’s, as they are typically vague and generalize 

whereas your goal is to be specific and entertaining.  

 

Also, be sure to keep your paragraphs and sentences tight 

and concise. 

 

 

WRITING FEATURES ABOUT PEOPLE & PERSONALITIES 

 

Features about people and personalities are more colorful 

and entertaining than writing about objects. Try and insert 

personalities into your writing.  

 

A good writer is capable of making a character seem more 

alive and real than a photograph can. Hence, use your 

creative reign to insert life into your feature, which makes 

the article more interesting.  
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Once the readers have finished reading they should feel as if 

they are personally acquainted with the personality shaped 

in the feature article.  

 

 

INTERVIEW TIPS 

 

When preparing an interview for a feature story, bear in 

mind that you’ll need more details than you will for a news 

story. This is because the feature seeks to ‘personalize’ the 

feature, rather than simply relay information. Hence, feature 

interviews should be done in person to capture unspoken 

details and information. 

 

Use direct quotations to tell your story. A good feature lets 

their subject do its own speaking. 

 

Try and develop a complete ‘picture’ by speaking to more 

than one person. However, do not add information that is 

unnecessary, as it becomes confusing, wordy and 

uninteresting.  

 

 

DESCRIBING YOUR SUBJECT 

 

Note physical attributes that make your subject interesting 

and unique. Rather than writing “he wore his hair in a funny 

way,” try to be specific and explain exactly why your subject’s 
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hair seemed “funny.” Your reader will appreciate a more 

precise picture than one laden with generalizations. 

 

Physical characteristics to consider: 

� Facial features 

� Skin complexion 

� Hair color & style 

� Physical stature 

� Clothing 

 

Personal characteristics to consider: 

� Habits 

� Posture 

� Voice & speech patterns 

� Overall physical impression 

 

Situational characteristics to consider: 

� Surroundings  

� Residence & place of work 

� Background & upbringing 

� Personal history as it relates to the feature 

� This can include achievements, education, 

past jobs 

 

Other things to consider: 

� Intelligence 

� What their friends/family/colleagues think of them 

� Dreams, aspirations & goals 

� Personality 
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ELEMENTS OF A WELL-ORGANIZED FEATURE 

 

Features must employ use of a catchy, witty headline, and 

the use of jokes or puns is encouraged. A good headline will 

engage the readers’ attention. 

 

Feature articles should typically be combined with a 

photograph, graphic image, or some sort of visual display 

that relates to the feature’s subject matter. The more 

memorable, shocking, or dynamic the photograph is the 

better. 

 

Features can be informal or formal in tone and language. 

Remember, if the purpose of the feature is to entertain, than 

the language should be fun and engaging.  

 

 

HINTS 

 

Write features about topics in which you are well informed, 

and passionate. A wealth of information and energy will 

make the feature more interesting to read. 

 

Don’t be afraid to let your own voice and opinions be heard. 

Remember, features are typically subjective, and are 

improved by the presence of the author’s ‘personality.’ 
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Determine the tone of your article before you begin writing. 

Again, keep in mind whether your topic is somber or silly, 

and let that guide how you approach your topic.  

 

 

STRUCTURE 

 

The structure of a feature article is not definite, and should 

be chosen by the writer. However, most features typically 

employ these elements for the sake of clarity and 

organization: 

 

� Feature Lead: An introduction that gives the 

reader an ‘idea’ of the article in a way that is 

catching. The goal of a feature lead is to ‘hook’ 

the reader and make them want to read the 

whole article.  

� Body: The body article should explain the ‘idea’ 

of the feature. If there are differing opinions 

about the subject, than all should be given here 

(and refuted, if necessary). Be sure to give 

concrete examples to help guide your reader, 

and remember to use hard, empirical data if your 

topic is serious.  

� Conclusion: There are many different ways to 

end a feature article, but the most important 

thing is to leave your reader with something to 

take away from the article. A good feature will 
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‘stick’ with the reader well after they’ve stopped 

reading.  

� For example, you can give your reader a 

final ‘shock’ with a good statistic, 

quotation, or warning that related to 

your topic. 

� Don’t end with an abstract, sentimental 

conclusion. These fade out of a reader’s 

mind quickly, and aren’t memorable.  

 

 

TYPES OF FEATURE LEADS 

 

The following lead samples are examples provided by the 

Defense Information School. 

 

Summary: This is similar to a basic news lead. A summary 

lead gives the reader a basic ‘idea’ of what will follow in the 

article, and lets them decide whether or not they will 

continue reading. 

 

� She entered college at 13, graduated with a 

bachelor’s degree in computer science at 17 and 

became an Air Force officer at 19. Capt. Jackie A. 

Parker has been forcing exceptions to the norm 

for a good part of her life. 

� Swimming 50 miles wasn’t an easy task for 

Jeremiah G. Hintin, 18, who has been paralyzed 

from the waist down for six years. 
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Descriptive: The writer uses their perceptions and descriptive 

abilities to create a ‘picture’ of their subject. Descriptive 

leads are a ‘snap shot’ of the feature, and contain no action. 

 

� The cubicle bulged with computer equipment, 

flimsy overhead transparencies, thick notebooks 

and cardboard boxes full of stapled papers. 

Pencils, books and more stacks of paper covered 

the thin, white ledge that posed as a desk. In the 

middle of it all, in a purple chair, 155 pounds of 

slightly wrinkled, suntanned man were poured 

into a slouching, 6-foot frame. He sat with his left 

leg hooked snugly over his right, and his yellow, 

nicotine-stained fingertips balanced an old book 

on his lap. 

 

Narrative: Much like a descriptive lead, narrative leads paint 

an image with words, but narrative leads contain movement. 

If a descriptive lead is a picture, then a narrative lead is a 

video.  

 

� Dark seas 200 feet below stared menacingly at 

the young airman dangling from a rope as the 

helicopter sped toward its destination.  

� As the young man shuffled to the door, the wind 

blasted him in the face. Without hesitation, he 

jumped into nothing. 
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Direct Address: The feature is directed to the reader and 

uses the pronoun “you.” Remember, this can be informal or 

formal speech, depending on the tone of the feature. 

 

� If you write a rubber check at a stateside 

commissary, you’ll have pay a $10 service charge 

and stand the chance of facing either a civil or 

military judge. 

� If you think the grass is greener on the other side 

of the fence, you should talk to Sgt. Jim. E. 

Michner. 

 

Freak: These leads are extreme attempts at catching the 

reader’s attention. Freak leads typically employ puns, jokes, 

typographical devices, or rhymes. Note that freak leads may 

not be effective unless the writer can continue using the 

freak throughout the rest of the feature. 

 

� OOPS! That’s the word this morning as Fort 

Meade folks continue digging out of the icy 

present from Mother Nature the last three days.  

� Feet are slow. Cars are fast. That’s why most of 

us are paying more for gas.  

 

Teaser: A lead that prods the reader’s curiosity by 

withholding information. Teasers give the reader only ‘bits’ 

of information, so that they must read more in order to get 

the ‘full picture’ of what the feature wants to say. 
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� It’s big, cumbersome and has a heart of steel. It’s 

as deadly as a Tyrannosaurus Rex on a rampage, 

and it’s “an enclosed, heavily armed and armored 

combat vehicle that moves on two endless metal 

belts.” 

 

Quotation: A quotation can be used as a lead. Quotation 

leads can come from unusual sources, or give surprising 

opinions and information. Quotation leads must be 

interesting, and draw the reader into the story. 

 

� “I thought I was going to die the other day. I 

thought, ‘All right, good-bye.’ Then I thought 

again, that I’d stay around to see who wins the 

next election.” 

� “You really don’t know what freedom is until you 

have had to escape from Communist captivity,” 

said Navy Lt. Deiter  

 

Question: Poses a question directly to the reader, and, in 

doing so, challenges their opinions or curiosity in finding out 

the answer. Do not use question leads that can be answered 

with a simple ‘yes,’ or ‘no,’ unless you employ a series of 

questions that would typically result in the same answer.  

 

� What do poverty, a log cabin and a high school 

dropout have in common with a Defense 

Information School instructor? 

� How much time should a sailor spend at sea? 
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Combination: A lead which incorporates two or more of the 

elements listed above.  

 

� “Wow! What is that?” 

� “Think it’s one of ours?” 

� “I hope it doesn’t crash.” 

� Hundreds of Beal Air Force residents echoed 

these comments Monday when the Air Force 

flying crane helicopter came to the base. 

� “I never stole a cent of money in my life,” the 

soldier shouted as he wiped tears from his eyes 

and mopped beads of perspiration from his brow. 

� Take blood from the dead to give to the living? In 

Russia they do. Sgt. Cynthia P. Clinger, a medical 

sergeant form Fort Knox, Ky., says there isn’t a 

need for blood drives like there is here. They take 

living blood cells from cadavers, and as long as 

that person was healthy, they can use the blood 

for transfusions. 

 

  

ACTIVITY 

Find someone to write about. Describe the person in a 

paragraph. Share with the person you described. 

 

Write the names of three people in your school who you could 

do a feature story on. Write five questions you would ask 

these people.  
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OPINION WRITING 

Translation by Roxana Udrea from Haţeg 

 

An opinion column is an article written each edition of your 

newspaper by the same writer expressing the writer’s 

opinion in a personal manner. 

 

Many Romanian high school newspapers seem to be packed 

with opinion writing. While you should definitely include 

opinion columns, limit them. Focus more on the news and 

providing an objective perspective of events that happen in 

your school and community. 

 

Opinion columns allow for more creativity and discussion by 

the students and teachers about issues that are interesting 

and controversial. 

 

But they need to have a reason. You need to entertain, 

inform or educate. Educating the readers is an important part 

of writing an opinion column. They should include facts and 

be accurate. These columns will be informal but should not 

be without factual basis. Consider also making question and 

answer and how-to-do-it columns.  

 

You should write your article logically. Start your column in a 

different, creative and interesting manner. You should 

immediately make your point in the first paragraph and then 

spend the rest of the article explaining why you are right. 

Wrap up with a conclusion that again emphasizes your point. 

Leave an impression behind. 
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Make your column about only one thing and stay focused. 

You need to keep your article specific and not go off on 

tangents.  

 

Mention other people or examples that demonstrate your 

position. Explain yourself. Cite experts that you’ve 

interviewed. Alternatively, quote information from other 

publications, making sure to properly attribute.  

 

Just because you are writing an opinion column doesn’t 

mean you don’t have to do any reporting. You do have to ask 

questions. You need to ask other people about the subject. 

Don’t just rely on your own opinions. Get out there and do 

research – you’ll write a better opinion piece. 

 

Write the way you talk but don't discard good Romanian 

usage and grammar. Pretend it’s a conversation with a 

friend. You should have your own unique voice. And that 

includes writing in first person. Include tasteful humor. 

 

Be as precise as possible with your words but avoid technical 

words, long sentences, and long paragraphs. Don’t make 

your story confusing. 

 

Be emotional. You should try to make the reader feel 

something, be it happiness, sadness, or any other emotion. 

You should also write with emotion. You need to be 

convinced about a subject yourself. You need to really 

believe in it before you right it. 

 

Since you’re newspaper is probably going to be run by the 

school, you’ll have to consider what is appropriate to be 

published on behalf of the school. Still, if you believe 
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something is wrong, explain why. And be energetic and 

passionate with your argument. You also need to provide a 

solution. Don’t just talk about a problem; people want 

answers. And don’t disregard opposing viewpoints. Provide 

the alternative perspective then disassemble it. 

 

When you can, give your opinion piece a local angle. For 

example, talk about the effect of a nationwide strike on your 

school. Also write about local people and places. Tell your 

story and the story of others. This will make a big topic more 

relatable and relevant. 

 

Finally, make sure the topic you choose to write about is 

something newsworthy. Don’t talk about Britney Spears if 

she’s old news (and she is!). Keep up with what’s happening 

in Romania nationally, regionally and locally. 

 

ACTIVITY 

Read an opinion article in your local, regional or national 

newspaper. Answer the questions found on the Opinion 

Article Rubric located in the Appendix.  

 

Consider asking your director or assistant director to write an 

opinion column for each edition. The school director could do 

the following in a personal way: 

 

� Introduce new educational policies 

� Talk about changes 

� Emphasize what can be improved 

� Discuss what the school is doing right 

� Highlight upcoming events 
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Make sure to include a passport-type photo of the opinion 

columnist next to the author’s column. 

 

ACTIVITY 

Answer the following questions: 

� What are five opinion column topics would readers 

be interested in?  

� Who exactly do you think would make a good 

opinion columnist in your school? The director? A 

particular teacher? A particular student? 
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ARTICLE EDITING 
Translation by Roxana Udrea from Haţeg 

 

After the story is written, it needs to be edited. Even 

seasoned journalists have to get their articles. And you will 

have to go through the same process. 

 

When editing someone’s article, watch for the following 

common weaknesses: 

 

� Not written for the appropriate audience 

� Lack of initiative  

� Use of opinion 

� Poor punctuation 

� Poor news leads 

� Poor story organization 

 

When you’re editing, remember the inverted pyramid. 

 
Also, eliminate any unnecessary words. For example, “that” 

is oftentimes unnecessary. Cut out things that are obvious, 

e.g. “computer keyboard” can become “keyboard” and 

“exercise program” can become “exercise.” 

 

Change passive voice sentences into active voice. Most often 

it’s not necessary to be in passive voice and is more quickly 

understood by readers in active voice. 

 

Take a look at this quote: “I like ponies,” said Jane Doe. “I 

want a pony.” 

 

How important or unique is Suzie’s quote? Not very. But if 

Jane Doe were to say the following: “These horses are the 
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only ones in the world that can eat underwater. It’s been a 

passion of mine to teach them this skill.” That’s more unique 

and needs to be attributed. 

  

You can also paraphrase. For example, let’s assume Joe Smith 

said, “I think it’s going to be, like, I don’t know, a benefit, I 

guess, for the President, um, to, um, shave his head because 

he’ll look, like, you know, cool.” This is not particularly quote 

worthy. You could easily paraphrase it as: Joe Smith said he 

thinks the President would look cooler with a shaved head. 

  

You as a reporter are not a subject matter expert. You are 

reporting the facts and need to tell the readers who told you 

them. Make sure to use “said” (not “says”) as your 

interviewee told you it in the past.  

 

Make sure the story answers all of the reader’s questions. 

Also, make sure it can be easily understood on the first read. 

You need to keep the writing clean and simple. 

 

Finally: Edit stories mercilessly. It’s your job as an editor to 

catch any mistakes and ensure the article tells its story and is 

as best it can be. 
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PHOTOJOURNALISM 
Translation by Elena Creangă from Iaşi 

 

Your job as a photojournalist is to capture what you see.  

 

Photojournalism is not just a spot news photo taken in a war 

far away, but also images from a local city meeting, a state 

legislature meeting, a high school soccer game, or people 

relaxing in parks (See Figure 18). 

 

Your job as a photojournalist is the be the eyes of your 

viewers and show people what they could not see for 

themselves through different angles. You should always try 

to tell the story while preserving historical events for future 

generations.  

 

You don’t need a fancy camera to be a photojournalist. Any 

camera will work – a cellphone camera, a compact point and 

shoot, or a digital SLR.  

 

When you do shoot, you need to have passion, commitment, 

and patience. Try to be in the right place at the right time. 

Luck is where preparation meets opportunity. You won’t 

always get what you want. Don’t be afraid to fail. But do 

learn from your mistakes.  
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Figure 18 – Photojournalism can be everyday things. 

 

 

 
Figure 19 – Romania is filled with lots of interesting cultural 

events that you can photograph. 
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Do you like to have your picture taken? Some people may 

not and especially if they just experienced a tragedy. You 

need to draw the line between what is appropriate and what 

is not.  

 

ACTIVITY 

Discuss the following: 

� Is taking someone’s photo a violation of their 

privacy? 

� In what cases should you stop shooting photos? 

� In what cases should you continue taking photos? 

 

Your photos only exist because of your newspaper. What 

good are they if they are not seen? So you need to work as a 

team with your editor and the writer because the writer’s 

words and your pictures will need to work together to tell 

the same story. 

 

When you shoot photos, consider the 3 C’s:  

 

� Content 

� Composition  

� Color 

 

The content you shoot is most important. Capture the story. 

Feel it. You have to bring the elements of the story in the 

frame. If there’s joy, capture something that demonstrates 

that joy. Make people feel connected to the photos.  
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Figure 20 – A lawyer protests in Islamabad. It’s your 

responsibility to preserve history. 

 

Figure 21 – A participant in the Carnival of French Guyana 

beat the drum. Try shooting from different angles and 

perspectives. Sometimes it will work.  
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Figure 22 – Without the man on the bike, this photo would be 

boring. With it, there’s character. 

 

 
Figure 23 - Put yourself in the frame. You can feel the 

anticipation and enthusiasm of the crowd while Venezuelan 

President Hugo Chavez greets his supporters from Caracas. 
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When determining the composition of your photos,  

How you organize elements in a photo to get your viewer's 

attention. You have to draw people in so they stop and look 

at your photo.  

 

But keep your focus simple. Don’t introduce too many 

elements into a picture. Concentrate on a single subject, just 

like great painters do.  

 

Cartier Bresson said, “Photography is where sensitivity meets 

geometry.” When you’re taking photos, you should generally 

try to use the rule of thirds. This means you are not putting 

the center of focus in the center of the photo.  

 

 

Figure 24 – The 

action should be 

positioned in 

your photos 

where the circles 

are. 

 

 

 

When you take a photo, you can crop it two ways: with your 

computer or with your feet. Always try to crop an image 

when you are taking it by moving closer and closer until you 

are satisfied with the image you see in front of you.  

 

Try to fill the frame. The closer you get, the more detail you 

will get. Move close, and then move closer. Generally 

speaking, If something does not need to be in a picture, it 

should not be there. Crop it! 
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Figure 25 – The woman and the man covered in clay are 

positioned in the left third of the picture. Action takes place 

from one side to the other. 

 

 
Figure 26 – Rules are meant to be broken. This photo doesn’t 

follow the rule of thirds but is still effective.  
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You should discuss with your editor how much space you’ll 

have for your photo. If there’s more space, then you can 

make the photo more complex. Otherwise, you may need 

something easier to read and understand if it’s printed small.  

 

You need to move a lot to change your perspective and 

points of view. For example, when you are photographing 

children, shoot from their level. Get on your knees, down on 

the floor, up on a chair, on a ladder, etc. Keep an eye out for 

what is behind the action – sometimes it can be distracting.  

 

Think like a film director when you’re on a photo shoot. Start 

with an “opening shot,” a wide shot (See Figure 31) that 

allows you to set the scene. Then move onto a medium shot 

(See Figure 32) that shows the action. Follow up with close-

ups (See Figure 30) that show details of faces and objects.  

 

When you’re shooting photos of people, generally you don’t 

want them look at the camera. Although, sometimes it 

works, if they’re doing something, capture them completing 

the action, not looking at the camera. Especially if you’re a 

new photographer, you shouldn’t have people looking at the 

camera. Instead, try to be like a fly on the wall. 

 

Another thing to remember is not to cut body parts off, like 

feet. When you shoot a wide shot that includes a person’s 

whole body, you should include some space below their feet 

and some space above their head. Usually, when you’re 

shooting a medium shot, shoot generally from the waste up 

and, again, leave space above their heads. For close up 

photos, get closer.  
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Figure 27 – No need to see all girl’s head. We are most 

interested in her face. So we cut the top of the head for not 

bringing anything new in the picture.  

 

 
Figure 28 - the male is centered, but his expression, his unique 

glasses are details of his face that give charm to the photo. 
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Figure 29 – A woman checks a wine’s color. This photo 

provides a unique perspective that clearly tells a story. 

 
Figure 30 - A close-up picture of the groomsman tells the 

story of this special day. 
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Figure 31 – This wide shot of a couple kissing on their 

wedding day includes space above and below their bodies. 

 

 
Figure 32 – This medium shot frames the newlyweds along 

the rule of thirds and includes their upper bodies. 
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Figure 33 – A horizontal shot of the church archways. 

 

 
Figure 34 – A vertical shot of the 

same archways. 

When on assignment, 

remember to double 

tap, i.e. to take a 

horizontal and vertical 

shot of the same item 

(See Figures 33 & 34).  

 

Your editor may need a 

vertical shot or a 

horizontal shot and it’s 

better to provide the 

editor with more 

options.  
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The final of the 3C’s is color. Find colors and light that is 

vibrant. Photography literally means writing with the light. 

Shoot when the best light is available.  

 

The best time to shoot is during the golden hours. The 

golden hours are typically the first two hours after sunrise 

and the last two hours before sunset. You’ll find the light is 

soft, textured, and rich during this time. This adds a sense of 

realism.  

 

Avoid the midday sun as it produces hard shadows. 

 

 

 
Figure 35 – Shot during the golden hours, the light is soft and 

adds more character to this photo. Try to capture people’s 

emotions when you shoot their photos. This woman has an 

unusual look; she’s smiling but nervous. 
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Try to build a frame around your subject. Think about 

different ways to create a frame, using whatever you have 

available. 

 

 
Figure 36 – You can use trees to create a frame. 

 

 
Figure 37 – A frame serves to frame this framemaker. 
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Figure 38 – The roads lead the viewer to follow the action. 

 

 
Figure 39 – The curve leads 

your eye along the road. 

Leading lines lead the eye 

to a focal point. They 

create shape, pattern, 

depth and perspective. 

They can be diagonal or 

curve. 
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Make good use of the sun during sunset to backlight a photo 

to show the silhouettes of the action. 

 

 
Figure 40 – This building is lit from behind in Cuba. 

This is a good example of creative exploitation of light 

sun. 

 

 
Figure 40 – Think about the shapes that will be created when 

you backlight a photo. 
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 If you notice a pattern or repetition, find a creative way to 

capture it.  

 

 
Figure 41 – Bolivian hats are colorful and unique. 

 

 
Figure 43 - Focus on a repetitive element to take an 

unforgettable picture. 
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Figure 44– If it’s hot, find someone who is trying to cool off. 

 

 

 
Figure 45 – Try to find something funny, strange or unusual.  

Penelope Cruz’s beaming smile is a big contrast to protesting 

workers in Bosnia. 
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ACTIVITY 

Go out and shoot at least 20 photographs of things around 

your town: 

 

� Someone walking down the street 

� Someone buying something at a store 

� Someone eating something 

� Someone setting on a bench 

� Someone playing a game 

� People talking to each other 

� Five portraits of different people 

 

Take different angles of all these shots. 

  

 

CAPTIONS 

  

Every photo must have a caption to clarify what the photo is. 

Include the following elements:  

 

� Who (full name) 

� What (action) 

� Where (city and state)  

� When (date) 

� Why (background info) 

� Additional facts needed to clarify the action 

� Credit line, e.g. Photo by John Doe 

 

 

When you’re writing a caption, avoid phrases that state the 

obvious like: “Posing for the camera” or “This is a picture of” 

or “Shown above.” Everyone knows it’s a photo. Just tell 

them what’s in the photo. 
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Here’s an example caption found in Figure 46:  

 

Virginia Crain, a kindergarten teacher at Springdale’s Lee 

Elementary School, screens kindergartner Yazmin Robbins on 

Wednesday for class placement. Principal Regina Stewman 

said 450 children have enrolled at the school which is at its 

capacity. 

 

 

 
Figure 46 – This photo has a mini-headline above the photo 

as well as a caption below it (listed above). 
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ACTIVITY 

Take a look at the next few photos (Figures 46 & 47) 

 

Write a caption for each photo using the following 

information 

 

� Zack Baddorf took the photos 

� The photos were all taken place on August 15
th

, 

2008, during Suceava Summer Camp  

� The photo was all taken at the Suceava Sport High 

School in the city of Suceava  
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Figure 46 – Caption this photograph. 

 

 
Figure 47 – Caption this photograph. 
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ACTIVITY 

The following is a possible captions for Figures 46: 

 

A teacher leads a dance class at the Suceava Sport High 

School in Suceava on Aug. 15, 2008 during the Suceava 

Summer Camp. Photo by Zack Baddorf.  

 

The following is a possible captions for Figures 47: 

 

Participants in the Suceava Summer Camp play tug of war 

outside of the Suceava Sport High School in Suceava on Aug. 

15, 2008. Photo by Zack Baddorf. 

 

 

 

PHOTO EDITING 

 

For the purpose of this book, we will not illustrate how to 

edit a photo. Rather, we’ll introduce the basic concepts and 

encourage you to experiment on your own. 

 

First, some basics terms to know: DPI stands for dots per 

inch. This will vary by each camera and is one factor in the 

image quality and size. The higher the resolution, the higher 

the file size.  

 

The most common image file type is Joint Photographic 

Experts Group (.jpg). It contains millions of colors and yet has 

a high compression rate. This format is also most commonly 

is used and is recommended for Web usage and for 

publication in newspapers. 
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Another common file type is Tagged Image File Format (.tif). 

It’s commonly used by printers and publishers and keeps all 

image data resulting in bigger file sizes.   

 

Another popular image type is Graphical Interchange Format 

(.gif). It has fewer colors – just up to 4,096 colors so the 

image quality is not nearly as high. There are some 

advantages including that you can compress the image a lot 

and make part of the image transparent. But generally, avoid 

using this image type for newspapers.  

  

There are many other image types but you’ll want to stick to 

JPG as often as possible. 

 

Once you’ve gotten your images on your computer, you’ll 

want to find yourself some image editing software. Adobe 

Photoshop and Adobe Lightroom are both excellent and are 

used by professionals around the world.  

 

When you open up Lightroom or Photoshop, the basic tools 

you want to learn how to use are Crop, Resize, Rotate, 

Brightness/contrast, Auto Colors and Sharpen. For the most 

part, you won’t need much more than these basic functions.  

 

Play around with Lightroom and/or Photoshop and find a 

system that works for you. There are also many tutorials on 

the internet that can walk you through basic imaging.  
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LAYOUT 
Translation by Christine Bianca Hanganu from Târgu Neamţ 

 

You’ve written your copy. Now how will you get people to 

read it? 

 

In this section, you’ll learn the basics behind newspaper 

layout and why it’s important. You’ll also become familiar 

with the most basic building blocks of modular newspaper 

design. 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Figure 49 – A front page from Adevarul published June 22, 

2009, and another from the New York Daily Tribune 

published Dec. 1, 1900. 
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ACTIVITY 

Take a look at some of your local, regional and national 

newsapers.  

 

Answer the following questions: 

 

� What do you like about their layouts? 

� What don’t you like?  

� How would you improve them?  

 

Can you describe in words what you thought was good or bad 

about them, or was it just a feeling you got from looking at 

them? It can be hard to describe why something looks good 

or bad – sometimes you just know it when you see it. Design 

is an art. 

 

Layout, at its most basic, is your strategy for getting people 

to pick up, purchase, or simply read what you have written 

The question is: how do you do that most effectively? 

 

You need to plan the positioning of each newspaper element 

by, among other things, choosing the styles and sizes of 

headlines desired, the kinds and sizes of type to be used. 

 

Why is it important? If your newspaper is not easy to read, it 

doesn’t matter how good the writing is – nobody will read it. 

People are visual. You have three seconds to make an 

impression.  

 

If the information in your newspaper is not presented 

properly, your reader will be confused, and will stop reading. 
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Your most basic job as a newspaper designer is to make a 

reader: 

 

� Pick up your newspaper 

� Read the content on a page in the order you want 

him/her to read it 

� Stay interested 

 

People will look at the left side of a page before the right 

side, and the top before the bottom. 

 

People will look at a picture before words. 

 

People will look at bigger things before smaller things. 

 

People will look at things that are easy to see before things 

that are harder to see. 

 

Layout is a crucial element of presenting information, but 

you must remember the most important rule: Content 

dictates design.  

 

So, even though layout is a critical piece of the puzzle, it is 

always the secondary piece. A bad story is a bad story, no 

matter how well it is laid out.  

 

Never do something just because it looks good. Does what 

you are doing improve the reader’s ability to understand 

what you are trying to say? 

 

Your audience also dictates design. So, for example, readers 

of the Christian Science Monitor (See Figure 49) might prefer 

more text than fancy graphics or lots of photos.  
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Everything is designed in a certain way for a certain reason. 

“It looks cool” is not a reason.  

 

Think about the following when you are designing your 

layout: 

 

� Why do you want someone to look at something 

first?  

� Why does your layout help make the information 

easier to see and understand? 

 

One way to get people to look at our newspaper is to use 

modular design. There are lots of ways to lay out a 

newspaper. Most of them are complicated and difficult, 

though.  

 

The most basic and easy way to achieve good newspaper 

layout is to use simple, rectangular shapes, and fill them with 

content that is easy to see. We can call these rectangular 

shapes modules. 

 

Non-modular layout uses shapes that are not rectangles, like 

L-shaped columns that jut out into other parts of the 

newspaper. The reader’s path is not as clear, the page looks 

unplanned, its harder to design and it’s not as easy to read. 
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Figure 50 – Think rectangles. 

 

 

Figure 51 – Christian Science Monitor readers expect 

something different than readers of a foods section. 
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News elements are broken into two categories:  

 

Some examples of text: 

� Headline 

� Subhead 

� Byline/dateline 

� Body copy 

� Photo caption 

� Pullquote  

� Jump 

Some examples of art: 

� Photo 

� Graphic 

� Sidebar 

� Box 

� Advertisement 

� Illustration 

� Game 

 

 
Figure 52 – A page of Free Time used to illustrate various 

elements that comprise a newspaper.  
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Figure 53 – A page of Free Time used to illustrate various 

elements that comprise a newspaper.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ACTIVITY 

Take another look at the newspapers you bought. Answer 

these questions: 

� What elements can you identify in your pages? 

� Why do you think those elements are there, in that 

order? 

� How do the elements on your pages help or hurt 

your understanding of, or interest in, what those 

pages have to say? 
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Newspaper pages are broken up into vertical rectangles 

called columns. Most modern newspapers have three to six 

columns per page, depending on the size of the paper they 

use. Normal body copy will be laid out in one or more 

separate rectangles, each one column wide. Other things, like 

headlines, photos, graphics, sidebars, etc, can go across 

multiple columns.  

 

When multiple articles appear on the same page, try to vary 

the number of columns in each article so you can not draw a 

straight line down from the top of the page to the bottom. 

 

Gradually make changes. If you change your newspaper all 

the time, how will readers know it’s their paper? Don’t 

change everything all at one time.  

 

There are rules for design but don’t be afraid to experiment. 

Just try to make it look good. For beginners, stay with clean 

modular layouts.    

 

Modern newspapers also use plenty of white space to make 

it easier for the reader to see and read the content. Too little 

white space makes it very hard to see. Too much white space 

looks like you haven’t finished your page. 

 

Art and text work with each other. Your art will say 

something to the reader that the story itself does not or 

cannot.Your art can draw attention to the story (e.g. a large 

front-page graphic), explain something in the story more 

clearly (e.g. a sidebar), and show a particular part of the story 

visually (e.g. a compelling photo). But it must do something. 
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Figure 54 – White space is all over this page.  

 

 

Figure 55 – This page from 

Free Time has three 

columns in the first article 

and one column in the 

advertisement.  
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By the way, don’t steal art and photos from the Internet. You 

can take your own photos and draw your own art. Find 

someone in your school who likes to draw. They’ll probably 

be happy to have their work published. You can steal ideas 

from other newspapers. If you see something you like, try it. 

Don’t steal the whole thing, just the concept.  

 

When you’re working on design, try to establish a balance. 

This balance (See Figure 55) is a relative balance that is not 

measurable. You’ll have to sense, not measure, it. Look at the 

whole page and try to balance each element. 

 

 Figure 56 – This page’s layout is clean and easy to read. It 

also has lots of white space. Don’t be afraid to experiment 

with your layout. Just keep it simple.  
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Figure 57 – These two sport pages are creative and achieve 

their goal. The page on the left is a comparison of views 

between two sports writers, made evident by the question 

and then the big “No” and “Yes.” The page on the right is 

focusing on the players and the layout makes that very clear. 
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Figure 58 – Ronald Reagan’s death. Do you like how simple 

this layout is? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Make sure you limit your newspaper to two or three fonts. 

Your newspaper should have a standard appearance. The 

font used on headlines should generally always be the same 

font. The same goes for body text and captions. Make sure 

you pick fonts that are easy to read. 
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ACTIVITY 

Go and buy some local newspapers. Take a look at their 

layout. Some of them may be exellent, but others may need 

some extra work. You can learn from their accomplishments 

or from their failures. 

 

Answer the following questions: 

 

� Do they work? 

� What do you like about them?  

� What don’t you like? 

� How would you improve them?  
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MANAGING A SCHOOL NEWSPAPER 
Translation by Beatrice Manolache from Roman 

 

If you are just starting a high school newspaper team, you’ll 

probably need to go through the following steps: 

 

1. Forming a Team 

2. Establishing Roles  

3. Organizing Work flow 

4. Deciding Mission 

5. Deciding Design 

6. Setting Schedule 

7. Evaluation 

 

FORMING A TEAM 

 

If you don’t have a team, find a core group of students who 

are motivated and committed. Try to find several teachers to 

help out. Establish mutually agreeable times when all 

newspaper team members can meet. It’s  

 

Consider using advertising around school to recruit students. 

Try to find a broad range of students. Try to include more 

younger students who will be able to continue working at the 

paper for longer  

 

Your newspaper team will require the following basic 

equipment: a computer, a printer, and a camera. You should 

install the following programs on your newspaper computer: 

Adobe Photoshop, Adobe Lightroom, Quark Xpress, AMP 

Font Viewer, Microsoft Office, Bullzip, and a collection of 

about 1,000 fonts. 
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ESTABLISHING ROLES 

 

The Chief Editor should be responsible for the following: 

 

� Working with Reporters/Photographers 

� Assignments for articles and photos 

� Determine opinion/monthly columns 

� Deciding what articles are needed 

� Editing articles for spelling, grammar, content, and 

length 

� Working with the Layout Editor and Photo Editor on 

design and photo needs 

� Establishing deadlines 

 

The Photo Editor should be responsible for the following: 

 

� Going through photos submitted 

� Selecting the best photos 

� Determining how they work in the layout 

� Puting together photo stories 

� Determining photo needs 

� Working with Editor and Layout Editor  

 

The Layout Editor should be responsible for the following: 

 

� Determining what goes on the front page 

� Creating the font scheme 

� Creating interesting layout designs 

� Determining what story goes on what page  

� Working with Editor and Photo Editor 

� Working with Reporters/Photographers on layout as 

possible 
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The Writers and Photographers should be responsible for the 

following: 

 

� Writing/taking photos 

� Turning in work by deadline 

� Working with editors to revise work as necessary 

 

Additional Editors may be necessary depending on the size of 

your newspaper team. Empower the members of your team 

by giving them titles and responsibilities.  

 

The Advisor should be responsible for the following: 

 

� Managing, leading and training 

� Guiding the students through the process but letting 

them do the work and assisting as problems come up 

� Ensuring deadlines and other expectations are 

reasonable and achievable 

� Making sure they keep on track with deadlines 

� Providing expertise when possible 

� Contributing ideas 

� Helping them think ‘outside of the box’ 

 

 

ACTIVITY 

Spend five minutes writing down three (or more) things you’ll 

do to form your newspaper team. 
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ORGANIZING WORK FLOW 

 

You need to make it clear in your newspaper team who is 

responsible for what. To do this, create a work flow chart. If 

there is an issue with work flow, e.g. an editor isn’t doing his 

job, talk with the editor.  

 

Sample Work Flow: 

 

� Director  

� Advisor  

� Chief Editor 

� Layout Editor 

� Photo Editor 

� Reporters/Photographers 

 

The school director should review/edit/approve only after 

you’ve approved the paper.  

 

The advisor should review/edit/approve only after the editor 

has approved the paper. 

 

The chief editor should review/edit/approve after his sub-

editors have approved the paper. 

 

Follow the organizational structure to maintain 

responsibilities and self-reliance. Advisors should be available 

to help as needed. 

 

Consider requiring each member of the newspaper team to 

bring in three story ideas per meeting. Try to think of 

different angles. Try to get your students to write about 

topics that interest them. 
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Brainstorm around a single topic. For example, a discussion 

about the school soccer team could lead to a story on the 

coach, on teamwork, on the next match against a rival 

school, on physical fitness, etc. 

 

Ask the newspaper team members what their friends are 

talking about, what they did over the weekend, hobbies, etc. 

 

Focus on people. If someone writes about you, then you’ll 

probably want to read it. Consider a section entirely about 

students. Feature different perspectives by students each 

edition in the form of opinion columns. 

 

Sample Story Ideas 

 

� What universities do students want to go to? And 

why? 

� Tips on staying physically fit and healthy. 

� Favorite snack foods. Food recipes -- after-school 

snacks  

� Shadow community professionals -- interview them 

about their careers, etc. 

� Profile famous alumni 

� Find out about historical places near school; profile 

school's history. 

� Run a trivia contest in every issue. 

� Interview teachers who graduated from your 

campus. 

� Sound off -- pro & con about an issue (with 

headshots of interviewees). 

� Project stories on health issues such as anorexia or 

diabetes.  
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� Parents' careers and the world of work. 

� Students in the digital age. 

� Clubs and organizations  

� Counseling services 

� Athletics and how to get involved 

� Social events - winter ball, etc. 

� Tips and interviews with teachers on ways to succeed 

� Personal columns and editorials on topics of interest 

to new students (limit these) 

� What to wear, school dress codes, etc. 

� Safety and security tips 

� Photos of various sports, student leaders, 

administrators 

� Editorial cartoons 

� Map of the school (graphic) 

� Ads for various school groups. Offer on a first-come, 

first-serve basis to any school club or organization 

until we reach our limit. Students design the ads to 

the specs of the individual groups. 

� Staff box, crediting the journalism students with their 

work 

 

 

DECIDING MISSION 

 

The advisor should have a discussion with the school director 

to determine exactly what the director wants and expects. 

The paper represents your school and is your director’s 

responsibility so you may be required to have the paper 

approved by your director. 

 

The advisor should work out the details out well in advance 

with your director, especially how much time he/she needs 
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to approve the paper. This process should be explained to 

students.  

 

Regularly ask: "Are we writing stories that reflect the entire 

school and not just one group of students? 

 

Questions to ask/discuss amongst team: 

 

� What do students want/expect? 

� What does your director want/expect? 

� What should be covered? 

� What realistically can be covered? 

� Write the answers down and post them as a sort of 

mission statement. 

 

 

DECIDING DESIGN 

 

Encourage the editors to keep the design simple and clean. 

Follow the example of other newspapers that you know are 

well designed. Even if you’re not an expert in design, you 

know what looks good and what looks bad. If a layout editor 

is having a tough time, encourage other students to help. 

 

ACTIVITY 

Compare your last edition to local, national and national 

newspapers. Answer the following questions: 

 

� How does your newspaper’s design compare? 

� What elements of the other papers do you like?  

� Which newspaper stands out? Why? 

� Are there some ideas that you could use? 
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When organizing the paper, remember that the most 

important information goes on the front page. You should 

also consider establishing regular sections and features. If 

one student is responsible for the sports page every edition, 

for example, that makes it easier for the editors to know how 

many pages the entire newspaper will be. The designs for 

each section should stay the same.  

 

Create special sections, like for a Winter Ball or graduation at 

the end of the year, allowing you and your newspaper team 

to be more creative.  

 

Discuss the design with your team in your newspaper 

meetings. 

 

 

SETTING SCHEDULE 

 

You need to establish a schedule for all deadlines prior to the 

start of working on your newspaper. 

 

Sample Schedule 

Week One 

� Brainstorm story ideas at editorial board planning 

session  

� Coming up with story ideas is a continual 

process 

� Assign stories, photos and art. 

� Talk about angles of each story 

� Reporters write up questions to ask people 

� Reporters decide who they will interview (3 

people minimum, typically) 

� Interview, research, write, photograph. 
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Week Two  

� First draft is due Wednesday to editors for review. 

� Editors edit and provide back by Thursday 

� Second draft is due on Monday in Week Three 

� Any available photo/art accepted for placement. 

� Articles are finalized 

 

Week Three  

� Final article/photos are due from 

reporters/photographers on Monday 

� Exceptions for articles and photos of events 

taking place the week before press. 

� Editors make final revisions, working with 

reporters/photographers 

� Layout Editor works with Photo Editor to place in the 

layout 

� Paper presented to Advisor on Friday as they would 

have it printed (no errors) 

 

Week Four  

� Advisor presents changes to editors to change on 

Monday 

� Advisor works with editors to make final changes  

� Advisor presents to school director on Tuesday 

� Director presents changes on Wednesday 

� Allow more time for director’s changes during first 

few editions 

� Editors make final changes 

� Newspaper printed on Thursday and distributed 

 

Establish these dates for every edition so that everyone 

knows what is expected. The schedule probably won’t go 

perfectly but do try to anticipate and overcome any 
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prbolems. Make sure to consider holidays when establishing 

deadlines and schedule for each edition. Don’t expect 

students to work during the holidays, for example.  

 

You should also plan for major events when selecting stories, 

for example a story on graduation at the end of the school 

year. You know in September when that story will be 

happening. 

 

 

EVALUATION 

 

Hold an evaluation session with newspaper team 

immediately after publication. Ask the following questions: 

 

� What did everyone like about the newspaper?  

� What didn’t everyone like? 

� What could have been improved in the process? 

� What was the best story?  

� What got students interested in reading?  

 

Learn from your successes and mistakes.  

 

Good luck! 
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ACTIVITY 

Think about your role on your newspaper team. Answer the 

following questions: 

� What do you plan to accomplish in one month? 

� What do you plan to accomplish in three months? 

� What do you plan to accomplish by the end of the 

school year? 
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APPENDIX 
Translation by Otilia Doboş from Piatra Neamţ 

 

Content: 

 

� News Article Rubric 

 

� Opinion Article Editing Rubric 

 

� Feature Profile Sheet 
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News Article Rubric 

 

Check the box if the item is found in the story.  

 

Story Includes: Yes No 

Headline   

Lead   

Who?   

What?   

When?   

Where?   

Why?   

Summary or Final Detail   

Clearly Written   

Personal Opinion Omitted   

Accurate Information   

Correct Spelling and Grammar   

 

How effective was the article in communicating the 

information about the event?  

 

What would you have improved? 

 

Other comments: 
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Opinion Article Editing Rubric  

 

� What is your overall impression of this column?  

 

 

� Is the article timely?  

 

 

� Does it have a focus? Is it focused enough? Explain. 

 

 

� Is there a local angle? 

 

 

� What facts are included? 

 

 

� How passionate is the author about this topic?  

 

 

� How unique is the author’s ‘voice’?  

 

 

What is the author’s conclusion or solution? 
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Feature Profile Sheet 

Created by Carole Wall-Simmons for her Intro to Journalism 

course taught at Wornall Campus Notre Dame de Sion School 

of Kansas City 

 

Physical Characteristics 

Facial features 

� Something unique, distinguishing 

� Fine, delicate, or rough face? Thin or wide mouth? 

Puffy or bony cheeks?  

� Eye color. 

Skin complexion 

� Is the texture chalky, tanned, chocolate, wan? 

Hair color and style 

� Is it thick and oily, thinning or receding? What color 

is it? Is it shiny black?  

� How does he wear it? Crew cut, parted, slicked 

down? 

� Does he have facial hair? What kind? 

Physical stature 

� How tall is he? How much does he weigh? Is he fit? 

Clothing  

� What colors does he prefer? Does he tend to dress in 

dark basics, bright solids, or pastels? Does he prefer a 

particular style? 

� Does he normally wear a hat? Is it a 10-gallon 

cowboy hat, or a bowler? 

� Does he wear a necktie? What kind -- wide, narrow, 

bolo, dark or plain? A bowtie? 

� What kind of shirt? Traditional, or brightly colored? 

Cufflinks?  

� Jewelry? Is that jewelry symbolic, like a cross? Gaudy, 

like a diamond necklace? 
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� Eyeglasses or contact lenses? What kind/style?  

� State of clothing: rumpled or well-pressed? 

� What kind of shoes? Are they well-kept (polished or 

scuffed)? 

Habits 

� Does he smoke? How much? Cigarettes? Cigars? Pipe 

tobacco? Kings or 100s? How does he hold the 

cigarette? How does he inhale and hold the smoke? 

� Does he have nervous ticks? Does he nod and jerk his 

head or tap his pen on the desk? Does he chew his lip 

or bite his fingernails? 

� What does he do with his hands? Are they clasped, 

scribbling, “talking?” 

� Does he squirm, or sit calmly? 

Posture 

� Does he slouch or sit/stand upright? Are his 

shoulders squared or slumped? 

� Does he walk with his head down, or his back straight 

and his head held high? 

Voice and speech pattern 

� How does the voice sound -- high and squeaky? Low 

and guttural? Husky? Gritty? 

� Is the manner of speaking gruff or whining? 

� Does the volume tend to be loud or soft? 

� Is there a noticeable accent? 

� How precise is his grammar? Does he speak in 

flawless grammar, normal conversational English, or 

does he misuse words, use slang and very poor 

grammar? 

� What is his speaking pace -- fast, rhythmic, slow? 

� What is his style -- flowery, blunt, rambling? 

Overall physical impression 

� Does he resemble someone famous? 
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� Does he appear to fit a classic occupational 

stereotype? Does the police chief look the image of 

an Irish policeman? 

 

Surroundings 

Where does he work? 

� What does his office look like? 

� Does he have symbolic knickknacks on his desk? 

� Does he keep pictures of his family? 

� Is his office/desk cluttered or fastidiously neat 

 

References 

What his colleagues say 

� How do his co-workers, friends and enemies rate his 

professional competence? 

� Is he considered brilliant or pedestrian? 

� Is he the type of genius who forgets to tie his 

shoelaces? Can he carefully balance his office’s 

budget, but leave his personal budget in shambles? 

� Does he have a sharp or photographic memory? 

Does he have to write notes to himself to remember 

even major items? Does he lose the notes regularly? 

� Does he have a “natural” instinct that assists him in 

his job? 

 

Dreams 

What he hopes to accomplish 

� Is he doing what he always wanted to do? If not, 

what was his original dream? 

� Is he ambitious? What are his ambitions? 

� Philosophically, what does he hope to accomplish in 

life? 
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Present Status 

What makes him of public interest? 

� What, exactly, does he do? 

� How does he do it? 

� How do others rate his performance? 

� What are the frustrations and rewards of his job? 

� Is he happy about his function? 

� Anecdotes about his job. 

 

Personality 

Expression 

� How does he express himself verbally? Is he gruff or 

salty? 

� Does he direct or indirect? 

� How energetic is he? Is he nervous or calm by 

nature?  

� What is his temper? Does he rarely lose it? Does he 

have a short fuse? 

� How does he generally interact with others? Is he 

somewhat shy and reticent? Is he pushy or 

domineering? 

� Does he have a sense of humor? Is he fond of 

practical jokes? 

� Does he laugh often at himself? At others? 

� Is he self-confident? Does he boldly proclaim his 

views, even when unpopular? Does he appear 

arrogant or meek? 

� Does his public image agree with his private 

character? Is he often grim and angry publicly, but 

good-humored away from the public eye? Or vice 

versa? 

� Is he easily discouraged, or stubborn, perhaps bull-

headed? Does he seem to enjoy battling long odds? 
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Anecdotes/Insight Material 

Amusing, informative or profound incidents/mileposts & 

observation from: 

� The subject himself. Friends and family member. Co-

workers and peers. Adversaries. 

 

Background 

Bio stats as they apply to your story 

� When and where of birth; parents’ names? 

� Dates and places where he has lived? Present 

residence? 

� Education? Honors/awards? 

� Spouse? Date of marriage? Children and ages? Family 

accomplishments? 

� Highlights of childhood? 

� Military service? 

� Religious affiliations and activities? 

� Chronological account of career? 
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SOURCE MATERIAL 
Translation by Otilia Doboş from Piatra Neamţ 

 

The vast majority of the material in this book was created 

from personal and professional experience by the book’s 

contributors.  

 

However, in some cases, other material was used to 

contribute to a fuller understanding of how to produce a high 

school newspaper. This content, to include photos and text, 

is permissible for use in this book under Fair Use as specified 

under Section 107 of the Copyright Act. This book is a non-

profit venture with limited printing that will have no 

discernable effect on the market value of the copyrighted 

material. Further, the amount of copyrighted content 

reproduced was minimal. 

 

The feature profile sheet provided in the index is from Carole 

Wall-Simmons’ Intro to Journalism course taught at Wornall 

Campus Notre Dame de Sion School of Kansas City.  

 

Some information was adapted from courses taught during 

the Basic Journalism Course at the Defense Information 

School in Fort George G. Meade, Md. 

 

Several newspaper front pages were found on Newseum’s 

website, www.newseum.org . 

 

Most of the photos included in this book were taken by Zack 

Baddorf and Olivier Boulot.  
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Logon to http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-

1993368502337678412 to watch a video about bias of 

gender in the media. Link provided by Katrina Peck.
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